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Voice

Lento $\frac{4}{4}$

Cadenza
muda VI (E) to F

espressivo

Guitar

$\downarrow$ Accelerando

Ritard

 accelerando molto

A tempo

Hither from Kriti come now to me

harmonic

check tuning

ad lib.

In tempo

this blessed place

which has this beautiful meadow filled with
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Apple trees and the aroma of incense sifting, wafting 'round the altars.

There, too, babbling cool rushing water flowing under branches of apple trees.

And with roses the whole place now is shaded and from
shimmering dark green leaves the sleep of enchantment flows through.

There, too, a meadow where in
graze the horses where spring flowers blossom, spreading open and with breezes blowing so gently
there you, *Cypris, now into our cups of gold pouring

gracefully nectar with our joyous feast

in - ter - twine.

* Cypris is a poetic name for Aphrodite